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September 16, 2013 

Global Financial Markets 
 
Global equities markets moved higher for a second week after a statement from US President Barack Obama somewhat 
assuaged fears of a potential US military strike against Syria. US Treasury prices likewise gained amid three well-received 
auctions during the week. The euro strengthened against most of its currency counterparts amid the prevailing risk-on 
sentiment as concerns on the situation in Syria eased. 
 

Global Equities 
 
Global equities markets moved higher 

for a second week as fears on rising 

Syrian tensions were eased. A 

statement from President Barack 

Obama on Tuesday night assured the 

people that rather than initiating an 

attack against Syria, he would first 

pursue a proposal by Russia that 

Syria would surrender its chemical 

weapons to international authorities. 

Stocks were also higher, ironically, on 

the disappointing US nonfarm payrolls 

data released Friday last week. The 

slowdown in job growth gave rise to 

hopes that the Federal Reserve’s 

punchbowl of stimulus measures 

would remain full well past 

September.  

Leading the pack were Asian shares, 

which rose early in the week following 

upbeat news originating from Japan 

and China. Data released Monday 

showed that the world's third largest 

economy grew 3.8% between April to 

June, beating the preliminary figure of 

2.6%. Over in China, data from the National Bureau of Statistics showed that value-added industrial output increased 10.4% year-

on-year in August, beating than the 9.7% gain in July. Moreover, retail sales accelerated by 13.4% year-on-year in August, better 

than the 13.2% uptick in July. The reports suggested that the growth of the world’s second largest economy had already bottomed.  

Week-on-week, the MSCI World index gained 2.36% led by the Asia-Pacific ex-Japan region which rose 3.46%, while the European 

region gained 1.99%. The Dow Jones Industrial Average index and the S&P500 index rallied 2.60% and 2.06%, respectively. 

Economic data releases for the week were mostly positive, with optimism further boosted by a possible resolution of the Syrian 

situation without having to resort to warfare.  

 Last August, US payrolls climbed by 169,000 workers, lower than the median estimate of 180,000 and indicating that 

there was still room for recovery in the employment sector. Meanwhile, unemployment rate dropped to 7.3%, marking 

the lowest that the gauge had been since December of 2008. The decline came as the share of working-age people in 

the labor force fell. According to analysts, bigger improvements are needed in order to boost consumer spending, 

which accounts for around 70% of the country’s economy. 

 Last week, the number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits dropped by 31,000 to a seasonally adjusted 

292,000. However, the decline appeared to be mainly due to technical problems during the processing of claims. 

According to the Labor Department, this was likely because two states were upgrading their computer systems and 

did not process all the claims taken in during the week. The less volatile four-week moving average of new claims fell 

by 7,500 to 321,250 while continuing claims dropped by 73,000 to 2.87 million for the week ended August 31. 

05-Sep-13 12-Sep-13 % Change

MSCI World 1,497.58 1,532.93 2.36%

MSCI Europe 104.17 106.24 1.99%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 444.15 459.52 3.46%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 14,937.48 15,326.60 2.60%

S&P 500 1,655.08 1,689.13 2.06%

Global Equity Performance
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 Based on the National Federation of Independent Business’s (NFIB) small optimism index, confidence among small 

business owners was unchanged in August. The index slipped slightly to 94.0, lower than the market estimate of 95.0, 

from 94.1 last July. Small businesses reported declining sales for the month, causing the earnings trend subindex to 

fall to -35%. Likewise, the expected retail sales fell to 15% while the new job creation index rose to 16%, the highest 

since 2007. According to the NFIB, all subindices averaged out to no gain in the index, but with an unusually 

inconsistent set of internals. 

 Last July, wholesale inventories in the US recovered less than anticipated. Note that inventories are a key component 

of GDP. Wholesaler stocks crept higher by 0.1%, slower than the market estimate of +0.3% and following the 0.2% 

decline in June. The drop was led by a 1.2% decline in professional equipment stocks, which in turn reflected a 3.5% 

fall in computer equipment inventories. Gains in automobile, petroleum, furniture, machinery, electrical and apparel 

stocks were all offset by the decline in the professional equipment category. Likewise, automobiles sales went down 

by 3.1%, the most since October.  

 US home loan applications dived last week amid rising mortgage rates. According to the Mortgage Bankers 

Association (MBA), its seasonally adjusted index of mortgage activity, which encompasses both refinancing and home 

purchase demand, dropped 13.5% for the week ended September 6, following the 1.3% rise in the previous week. 

This indicates the lowest level for the index since November of 2008, the beginning for the financial crisis. According 

to the MBA, the survey covers over 75% of US retail residential mortgage applications. 

 Industrial production in Germany dropped by 1.7% on a monthly basis last July, data released by the Belin Economy 

Ministry showed. The market estimate was for output to fall by only 0.5%. On an annual basis, production was down 

by 2.2%, adjusted for working days, and this further added to signs that growth in the Euro-zone largest economy was 

slowing down. 

 Last August, German exports jumped 2.4% month-on-month and 5.8% year-on-year as orders from outside the EU 

spiked 13% on an annual basis. Meanwhile, imports rose 0.4% year-on-year on the back of orders from within the 

Euro-area. Given these figures, Germany's adjusted trade surplus widened to 18.3 billion euros, higher than the 

market estimate of 15.5 billion euros, following July’s revised 16.3 billion euros.  

 Data released yesterday showed that Euro-zone factory output for the month of July was much lower. On a monthly 

basis, industrial production shrank by 1.5%, the largest decline since September 2012. Year-on-year, production was 

lower by 2.1%, the lowest since April 2010. Much of the weakness was due to lower output from Germany, Italy and a 

little from France. Industrial production in Germany dropped by 2.3%, a reversal of the 2.3% gain posted last June. 

 Reports showed that inflation in China remained under control, despite hounding increases in food prices. The 

consumer price index registered a 2.6% growth year-on-year, down from 2.7% in July—and in line with market 

estimates. The print also remained well below the government's ceiling of 3.5% for the year. 

 

Global Bonds 

 

US Treasury prices rose after the Treasury Department’s three debt auctions 

during the week were met with solid demand. The sales were well received as 

securities were sold with high yields.  

On Tuesday, the US Treasury Department sold US$31 billion worth of three-

year notes at an average yield of 0.913%, the highest since May of 2011. Bid-

to-cover ratio was at 3.29x, higher than the 3.22x average over the past four 

auctions of similarly dated notes.  

US Treasury prices gained on Wednesday as high yields during yesterday’s 

US$21 billion 10-year note auction gathered strong interest. The bonds were sold at a yield of 2.946%, slightly lower than the 

Bloomberg consensus forecast of 2.964%, but still the highest since June 2011. Bid-to-cover ratio was at 2.86x, much higher than 

the 2.45x in the previous auction, and the average of 2.73x over the past 10 similarly-tenored sales.  

US Treasury prices held onto gains Thursday following a US$13 billion 30-year bond auction that was well-received. Demand was 

strong as the bonds were sold at a yield of 3.82%, the highest rate paid for securities of a similar tenor since July of 2011. Bid-to-

cover ratio was at 2.4x, the highest level since June. 

Week-on-week, the 10-year benchmark yield lost 8.42 basis points to 2.910%. 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 5-Sep 12-Sep  +/- bps

3m 0.020 0.015 -0.51

6m 0.051 0.015 -3.55

2y 0.518 0.443 -7.47

5y 1.849 1.713 -13.68

10y 2.994 2.910 -8.42

30y 3.885 3.852 -3.28
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Currencies  
 

The euro strengthened against most of its currency counterparts this 

week amid the prevailing risk-on sentiment as fears over a potential US 

military strike against Syria were soothed. Last Tuesday, President 

Barack Obama asked Congress to delay a vote on authorizing military 

force against Syria while it pursues a proposal to have the Middle Eastern 

country's chemical weapons put under international control. Week-on 

week, the shared currency appreciated by 0.87% against the US dollar 

and 1.41% against the Japanese yen. 

 

 

 

 

The week ahead (Sept 16 – Sept 20) 

 

Movements in global markets this week were mostly hinged on the distressing situation in Syria as the US congress began to 

debate on the matter last Monday. However, with concerns somewhat abated following assurances from President Barack Obama 

last Tuesday, the market will now focus on the upcoming FOMC meeting to be held on the 17
th

 to 18
th
. Data releases in recent 

weeks from the world’s largest economy have given little or no clear indications as to whether the Fed would or would not begin 

tapering immediately, and investors will likely be on their toes as they await further developments in the matter. Some analysts have 

stated that it is likely that tapering will still push through. However, given the periodic blips of soft economic data, tapering would 

most likely begin on a smaller scale. For the week ahead, global markets are expected to trade within a tight range as investors 

await the results of the key meeting. Some profit-taking may also be seen following this week’s gains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Currencies 

6-Sep 13-Sep % Change

USD/PHP 44.480 43.890 1.34%

EUR/USD 1.3178 1.3293 0.87%

GBP/USD 1.5633 1.5796 1.04%

USD/JPY 99.11 99.68 -0.57%

AUD/USD 0.9185 0.9259 0.81%

USD/CHF 0.9379 0.9314 0.70%

EUR/CHF 1.23609 1.23814 -0.17%

EUR/JPY 130.63 132.5 -1.41%
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Philippine Financial Markets 

The local equities market recouped last week’s losses and the local currency appreciated once again as concerns on the 
situation in Syria waned and following weak labor data from the world’s largest economy. Prices of local government 
securities ended the week mostly unchanged as investors remained on the sidelines ahead of the FOMC meeting next 
week.  

 

Local Equities 
 

The local equities market rose this week, carried by more favorable 

economic data and news that US President Barack Obama delayed 

Congressional decision regarding military action against Syria. Towards the 

end of the week, investors began to turn their attention to next week’s FOMC 

meeting, preferring to cash out some gains and sit on the sidelines ahead of 

the meeting’s results. Week-over-week, the index gained 158.62 points, or 

2.65%, to close at 6,133.24. For the week, foreigners were net buyers at 

Php4.77 billion. 

 

Financials 

 Tan-led Philippine National Bank plans to raise Php5 billion from the issuance of five-and-a-half-year long-term 
negotiable certificates of deposit (LTNCDs) to finance the bank’s expansion projects and strengthen its operations. 
The additional fund will likewise provide for the liquidity cover ratio compliant with the Basel III. In July, the PNB 
successfully raised Php5 billion from the issuance of LTNCDs.    
 

 
Properties 

 Robinsons Land Corp. (RLC) and Filinvest Land, Inc. (FLI) have expressed their intention to bid for the property of the 
Bases Conversion and Development Authority (BCDA) located in Taguig City. The property would be leased for 25 
years and renewable for another 25 years, upon mutual agreement of the BCDA and the winning bidder.    

 
 

Power 

 San Miguel Corporation (SMC) cancelled its planned initial public offering (IPO) of its power generation unit, SMC 
Global Power Holdings, Corp., and will instead raise US$700 million from the debt market to finance the firm’s 
expansion. The volatility in the local equities market was the main reason to cancel the IPO for SMC Global. The 
power generation firm plans to build two new power facilities with a total generation capacity of 600 megawatts(MW). 

 
 

Mining 

 Philex Mining Corp. is planning to raise Php13.8 billion through a stock rights offering next month to finance debts and 
exploration projects. The mining company will offer 2.47 billion shares at Php5.60 apiece. Moreover, the offer period 
will run from October 21 to November 4, which is also the deadline of submission for applications to subscribe, and 
other requirements. Furthermore, Philex Mining appointed Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corp. Ltd. as the sole 
global coordinator and joint lead underwriter, while BDO Capital & Investment Corp. will be the domestic issue 
manager and joint lead underwriter together with BPI Capital Corp. 

 
 

 

 
 

6-Sep 13-Sep % Change

PSEi 5,974.62 6,133.24 2.65%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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Philippine Bond Market  

 
On the local fixed income market, quiet trading was observed with 
investors remaining defensive ahead of the upcoming Federal Open 
Market Committee Meeting on September 17-18. Moreover, the BSP held 
rates steady during the Monetary Board meeting this week, but reduced 
the inflation forecast from 3.3% to 3.0% for this year, and from 4.0% to 
3.9% in 2014. Meanwhile, bargain-hunting was seen on the short-tenored 
buckets while slight profit taking was seen on the belly. For the week, 
yields declined by an average of 3.39 basis points led by the short-end of 
the curve which dropped by 12.13 basis points. The long-end of the 
curve, likewise, fell by 1.04 basis points while the belly rose by 2.20 basis 
points. 
 
 
Philippine Peso 
 
The Philippine peso strengthened for another week, buoyed by 
surprisingly positive exports data, a weaker-than-expected US 
employment report and as fears of a US Military strike on Syria were 
somewhat tempered. The local currency gained 62 centavos to close at 43.860. 
 
During the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’(BSP) Monetary Board meeting held last September 12, policymakers held rates steady, but 

has decided to cut the CPI forecast from 3.3% to 3.0% for this year, and from 4.0% to 3.9% in 2014.  

 

The country’s Gross International Reserves (GIR) continued to rise in August, amounting to US$83.201 billion which is more than 

US$83.172 billion in July. The latest figure is enough to cover one year’s worth of imports and it is equivalent to eight times the 

country’s short-term external debt based on original maturity and 5.5 times based on residual maturity. The Bangko Sentral ng 

Pilipinas attributed the increase to inflows from revaluation gains on its gold holdings, foreign exchange operations and net foreign 

currency deposits of the Treasurer of the Philippines. Moreover, the central bank added that inflows were partially offset by the 

payments for maturing foreign exchange obligations of the national government 

 

Money supply as indicated by M3, surged by 30.1% year-on-year in July to Php6.034 trillion, according to the Bangko Sentral ng 

Pilipinas (BSP). This has outpaced last month’s 20% growth and considered the fastest money supply growth for the past 10 years. 

The central bank said that money supply growth was mainly propelled by the expansion in credits to the domestic sector which 

soared by 11.3% in July from 11.1% in June on the bank of increased claims on the private sector and the government. Moreover, 

the BSP said that the operational adjustment of its SDA facility also resulted to the significant rise in M3 growth in July. 

 

According to the National Statistics Office (NSO), merchandise exports for July slightly grew by 2.3% year-on-year, driven by the 

improvements in the outbound shipments of electronic products. The country’s top export, electronic products, jumped by 11% to 

US$1.89 billion and contributed around 39% of the total export figure while machinery and transport equipment rose by 132% to 

US$516.46 million. Japan was the top shipment destination with US$956.44 million worth of revenues followed by China and the 

United States with revenues amounting to US$640.40 million and US$610.84 million, respectively. On a year-to-date basis, 

aggregate exports amounted to US$30.42 billion. 

 

Data released by the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) showed that the country’s budget deficit for July came in at Php53.2 billion as 

the government continued to increase spending. The figure was 35.6% wider than the Php39.25 billion deficit posted in the same 

month in 2012. Revenues collected for the month improved by 17.3% to Php144.62 compared to last year’s Php123.31 billion, while 

expenditures totaled Php197.84 billion, over 20% higher than the Php162.56 billion in the same period last year. July’s figure brings 

the year-to-date 7-month deficit to Php104.51 billion, much wider than the Php73.63 billion deficit posted in the same period last 

year. However, it is still well within the Php144.45 billion deficit program allotted for the first three quarters of 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenor 6-Sep 13-Sep  Change

1m 1.55 1.43 -12

3m 1.55 1.43 -11

6m 1.79 1.76 -2

1y 2.15 1.92 -23

2y 3.00 3.03 4

3y 3.10 3.04 -6

4y 3.44 3.44 0

5y 3.37 3.45 8

7y 3.65 3.70 5

10y 3.76 3.76 1

20y 4.30 4.30 1

25y 5.51 5.47 -4

Average -3

Peso Yield Curve                                       

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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The week ahead (Sept 16 – Sept 20) 

 
We expect the local equities market to trade with a downward bias next week. Light trading will likely persist until the FOMC 
meeting on September 18, when the Fed will determine how it will continue to taper QE.  Furthermore, we expect positive 
movement from GT Capital Holdings and LT Group next week. These two companies will form part of the 30-company PSEi 
benchmark, replacing Belle Corporation (BEL) and Manila Electric Company (MER), effective September 16.  Trading range next 
week is expected to be between 5,900 and 6,200 based on recent psychological support levels. 
 
For the local fixed income and currency markets, we expect sideways trading as market players await the outcome of the upcoming 
FOMC meeting on September 17-18. Fed officials might finally give a clear and concrete decision regarding the tapering of the 
quantitative easing (QE3) program. Investors will also continue to monitor the situation over in Syria as the US decided to pause its 
military strike when it considered Russia’s proposal wherein Syria would surrender its chemical weapons to international authorities. 

 


